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Abstract. Computer aided medical diagnosis and treatment require an
adequate representation of uncertain or imperfect medical data. There
are many approaches dealing with such type of data. Pawlak proposed a
new method called rough set theory. In this paper, beyond classical and
recent methods, the authors propose a basically new approach. It relies
on a generalization of rough set theory, namely, the partial covering of the
universe of objects. It adequately reflects the partial nature of real–life
problems. This new approach called the partial approximation of sets is
presented as well as its medical informatics application is demonstrated.
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Introduction

Uncertainty, imprecision or incompleteness are important aspects of patients’
medical data. Therefore, it is an inevitable challenge of medical informatics how
imperfect medical data can be represented, moreover, how appropriate and powerful approximative inference methods can be provided. There are two classical
approaches, Bayesian statistics [1, 25] and Dempster-Shafer theory of evidence
[2, 28]. In the middle of 1960s, Zadeh proposed fuzzy set theory [22, 23, 30]. The
medical expert system MYCIN uses the so-called certainty factor (CF) model
[4]. Recently knowledge-based systems and other artificial intelligence methods
have also been used in the medical diagnosis and treatment [17, 18].
In the early 1980s, Pawlak proposed a new method called rough set theory
[19, 20]. It can be viewed as a new mathematical approach to manage imperfect or vague knowledge [15, 12]. It has extensive applications, among others, in
artificial intelligence, cognitive sciences and medicine [11, 26]. Its starting point
is a nonempty finite set U of objects and an equivalence relation ε on U [20].
The equivalence classes are called ε-elementary sets. They can be viewed as sets
of indiscernible objects characterized by the same available information about
them [21, 24]. Definable sets are any unions of ε-elementary sets.
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Then, any set S ⊆ U can be naturally approximated by the so–called lower
and upper ε-approximations of S. The former is the union of all ε-elementary
sets which are the subsets of S, whereas the latter is the union of all ε-elementary
sets which have a nonempty intersection with S.
In rough set theory, the equivalence classes are pairwise disjoint and cover
the universe. Giving up the disjoint property but retaining the covering, a natural generalization of rough set theory is obtained. It is called covering–based
rough set theory [3, 29, 31–33]. The partial nature of real–life problems, however,
requires working out partial approximation schemes. Thus, not only the pairwise
disjoint property but also the covering of the universe are given up. This basically
new approach is referred to as partial approximation of sets [5, 6, 10].
Furthermore, based on partial approximation of sets, a general tool-based
approximation framework can be built up [9]. It is a general model which has
applications in computer security [7, 8]. In this paper, we apply it to representing
imperfect medical data.
The paper is organized as follows. Having reviewed the fundamental notions
of partial approximation of sets in Section 2, Section 3 presents the general tool–
based approximation framework. Section 4 shows a simplified thyroid disease
diagnosis example in order to demonstrate how our approach can be applied.
Finally, in Section 5, we conclude the paper.
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Fundamental Notions of Partial Approximation of Sets

A general set–theoretic approximation framework has four components:
– the domain of approximations whose sets are approximated;
– some distinguished sets of the domain as the basis of approximations;
– definable sets deriving from base sets in some way or other as possible approximations of sets of the domain;
– an approximation pair determining the lower and upper approximations of
sets using definable sets.
Definable sets represent our available knowledge about the domain. They can
be thought of as tools of the approximation process and simply called tools. In
particular, base sets can be viewed as primary tools, definable sets as derived
tools. The way of getting derived tools from primary tools shows how primary
tools are used. An approximation pair prescribes the utilization of primary and
derived tools in a whole approximation process.
Let U be a finite nonempty set.
Let B ⊆ 2U be a nonempty family of nonempty subsets of U .3 B is called the
base system, its members are the base sets. Let DB ⊆ 2U denote an extension
of B in such a way that 1) B ⊆ DB , and 2) ∅S∈ DB . The members of DB
are called definable sets.
S It is not necessary that DB = U . An approximation
framework is total if DB = U , and it is partial otherwise.
3

2U denotes the power set of U .
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It is a natural assumption that DB is obtained (derived) form B by some
sort of set type transformations (for the most important cases, see [5]). In order
to build a generalized Pawlakian partial approximation framework, we define
DB with the following definition:
1. ∅ ∈ DB ;
2. B ⊆ DB ; S
T
3. if B0 ⊆ B, B0 , B0 ∈ DB .
Next, let hl, ui be an ordered pair of maps l, u : 2U → 2U on (2U , ⊆). Of course,
their intended meaning is to express the lower and upper approximations of any
sets with the help of the beforehand given definable sets as tools. Hence, hl, ui is
called an approximation pair.
Here, for any S ⊆ U , the lower and upper approximations are a possible
generalization of Pawlakian lower and upper ε-approximations:
– lower approximation l(S) is the union of all definable sets which are the
subsets of S:
[
l(S) = {D ∈ DB | D ⊆ S} ∈ DB ;
– upper approximation u(S) is the union of all definable sets which have a
nonempty intersection with S:
[
u(S) = {D ∈ DB | D ∩ S 6= ∅} ∈ DB .
The universe U , the base system B, the set DB of definable sets, and the
approximation pair hl, ui together are called the partial approximation space and
denoted by the ordered 5-tuple h2U , B, DB , lB , uB i.
Possible interpretations of lower and upper approximations of a set S ⊆ U
are the following [20]:
1. l(S) is the set of all members of U which can certainly be classified as belonging to S with respect to B (positive region);
2. u(S) is the set of all members of U which can possibly be classified as belonging to S with respect to B ;
3. U \ u(S) is the set of all members of U which can certainly be classified as
not belonging to S with respect to B (negative region).

3

Elements of Tool-Based Approximation Framework

Tool-based approximation framework is defined relying on partial approximation
spaces. For more details, see [9].
Let A+ , A− ⊆ U be two nonempty subsets of U in such a way that
+
A ∩ A− = ∅. A+ and A− are called the positive and negative reference set,
respectively. The adjectives “positive” and “negative” claim nothing else but
that the sets A+ and A− are well separated.
Furthermore, let T+ , T− ⊆ 2U be two nonempty finite families of nonempty
subsets of U , where T+ and T− are not necessarily disjoint. The members of T+
are called positive or T+ -tools, whereas the members of T− are called negative
or T− -tools.
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Requirements for positive and negative tools are the following:
– sets in TS+ (T− ) are
S not necessarily pairwise disjoint;
– neither T+ nor T− covers U necessarily;
– for each subset T + ∈ T+ (T − ∈ T− ), it is easy to decide whether a member
of U belongs to T + (T − ) or does not.
Mutual relationship between positive/negative tools and positive/negative
reference sets may provide useful information. They can be obtained with the
help of partial approximation of positive/negative reference sets within the approximation spaces h2U , T+ , DT+ , lT+ , uT+ i, h2U , T− , DT− , lT− , uT− i, respectively.

4

Thyroid Disease Diagnosis Support

Let us suppose that we study the symptoms of the thyroid dysfunction [14]. Clinical symptoms which manifest thyroid dysfunction progress slowly they are often
nonspecific and could represent other not thyroid disorders. Hence, thyroid function diagnosis via clinical symptoms is an important but inexact classification
problem [27, 16].
For the sake of simplicity, we deal with only hypothyroidism and hyperthyroidism thyroid disorders [13]. The thyroid gland produces thyroid hormones,
thyroxine (T4) and triiodothyronine (T3). Hyperthyroidism occurs when the thyroid is “overactive”, i.e., releases too much hormones, whereas hypothyroidism
takes place when the thyroid is “underactive”, i.e., does not produce enough
hormones.
We have at our disposal an information table (Table 1) containing clinical
symptoms which may indicate whether hypothyroidism or hyperthyroidism, or
else neither of the two. There are, of course, more symptoms of hypothyroidism
and hyperthyroidism, but we have simplified the example here for illustrative
purposes.
Table 1. Clinical symptoms of thyroid dysfunction and diagnosis based on test results
No.

Weight
change
not change

Edema

Increased
sweating
no

Affection

no

Tachycardia
no

gain

no

no

no

normal

yes

gain

no

yes

no

normal

yes

no

loss

no

yes

yes

normal

no

yes

not change

yes

no

yes

nervousness

no

yes

normal

Hypothy- Hyperthyroidism
roidism
no
no
no

The universe of objects is the set of patients, i.e., U = {P1 , P2 , P3 , P4 , P5 }.
Hypothyroidism and hyperthyroidism can be accurately diagnosed with laboratory tests. Last two columns in Table 1 are based on these results. Reference
sets are formed on them: the “positive” reference set is: AHypo = {P2 , P3 }, and
the “negative” reference set is: AHyper = {P4 , P5 }.
Note that AHypo ∩ AHyper = ∅.
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Table 2 contains clinical symptoms which may indicate hypothyroidism (“positive tools”) and hyperthyroidism (“negativeStools”). SNotice that THypo and
THyper do not necessarily cover the universe ( THypo , THyper ⊆ U ) and their
members are not pairwise disjoint, respectively.
Table 2. Symptoms which may indicate hypothyroidism/hyperthyroidism (“positive”/
“negative” tools)
Symptoms which may indicate hypothyroidism Symptoms which may indicate hyperthyroidism
Weight change = gain
Weight change = loss
Edema = yes
Tachycardia = yes

Tachycardia = yes
Increased sweating = yes

Affection = depression

Affection = nervousness

Primary tools are (see Table 2):
– THypo = {T1Hypo , T2Hypo , T3Hypo } = {{P2 , P3 }, {P5 }, {P3 , P4 }};
– THyper = {T1Hyper , T2Hyper , T3Hyper , T4Hyper } = {{P4 }, {P3 , P4 }, {P4 , P5 }, {P5 }}.
Derived tools DTHypo and DTHyper are formed by unions and intersections of
any subsets of THypo and THyper , respectively:
DTHypo = {∅, T1Hypo , T2Hypo , T3Hypo ,
{P2 , P3 , P5 }, {P2 , P3 , P4 }, {P3 , P4 , P5 }, {P2 , P3 , P4 , P5 }, {P3 }};
DTHyper = {∅, T1Hyper , T2Hyper , T3Hyper , T4Hyper ,
{P3 , P4 , P5 }, {P4 }, {P5 }}.
Sample evaluations can be carried out as follows.
Let us take, e.g., the group of patients having hypothyroidism diagnosis:
AHypo = {P2 , P3 } ⊆ U .
Table 3. Approximating hypothyroidism with clinical symptoms which may indicate
hypothyroidism itself

No. Weight change Edem Tachy- Increased
a
cardia sweating

not change
gain
gain
loss
not change

no
no
no
no
yes

no
no
yes
yes
no

no
no
no
yes
yes

Affection

normal
normal
normal
normal
nervousness

Hypothy- Hyperthyroidism
roidism

no
yes
yes
no
no

no
no
no
yes
yes
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The evaluation of patients having hypothyroidism with respect to the clinical
symptoms which may indicate hypothyroidism, i.e., in the language of partial
approximation framework, forming the lower and upper approximations of AHypo
in the partial approximation space h2U , THypo , DTHypo , lTHypo , uTHypo i (see Table
3):
– lTHypo (AHypo ) = lTHypo ({P2 , P3 }) = T1Hypo ∪ (T1Hypo ∩ T3Hypo ) = {P2 , P3 }.
Informally: patients having “weight gain” or “weight gain and tachycardia”
can certainly be classified as suffering from hypothyroidism with respect to
the clinical symptoms which may indicate hypothyroidism.
– uTHypo (AHypo ) = uTHypo ({P2 , P3 }) = T1Hypo ∪ T3Hypo ∪ (T1Hypo ∩ T3Hypo ) =
{P2 , P3 , P4 }.
Informally: patients having “weight gain” or “tachycardia” or “weight gain
and tachycardia” can possibly be classified as suffering from hypothyroidism
with respect to the clinical symptoms which may indicate hypothyroidism.
Table 4. Approximating hypothyroidism with clinical symptoms which may indicate
hyperthyroidism

No. Weight change Edem Tachy- Increased
a
cardia sweating

not change
gain
gain
loss
not change

no
no
no
no
yes

no
no
yes
yes
no

no
no
no
yes
yes

Affection

normal
normal
normal
normal
nervousness

Hypothy- Hyperthyroidism
roidism

no
yes
yes
no
no

no
no
no
yes
yes

The evaluation of patients having hypothyroidism with respect to the clinical
symptoms which may indicate hyperthyroidism, i.e., in the language of partial
approximation framework, forming the lower and upper approximations of AHypo
in the partial approximation space h2U , THyper , DTHyper , lTHyper , uTHyper i (see
Table 4) (it can be viewed as a “cross–evaluation”):
– lTHyper (AHypo ) = lTHyper ({P2 , P3 }) = ∅.
Informally: in accordance with the expectations, there are no symptoms
under which patients can certainly be classified as suffering from hypothyroidism with respect to the clinical symptoms which may indicate
hyperthyroidism.
– uTHyper (AHypo ) = uTHyper ({P2 , P3 }) = T2Hyper = {P3 , P4 }.
Informally: in accordance with the nonspecific nature of thyroid dysfunction symptoms, there are symptoms under which patients can possibly be
classified as suffering from hypothyroidism with respect to the clinical
symptoms which may indicate hyperthyroidism.
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Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, beyond classical and recent methods, the authors have proposed a
basically new approach for handling imperfect medical data. Its novelty is inherent in the partiality of the applied approximation space. Partial approximation
space is a generalization of Pawlakian rough set theory which adequately reflects
partial nature of real–life problems. The proposed methods may serve as a basis
of computer assistance systems in medicine.
The evaluation of evidence described above is of qualitative nature. Quantifying uncertainty is an important challenge in rough set theory and its generalizations. We will plan to make the model more useful in real applications, first
of all, by means of quantifying uncertainty in partial approximation spaces.
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